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Abstract We present a verb-complement dictionary of Modern Hebrew, au-
tomatically extracted from text corpora. Carefully examining a large set of ex-
amples, we defined ten types of verb complements that cover the vast majority
of the occurrences of verb complements in the corpora. We explored several
collocation measures as indicators of the strength of the association between
the verb and its complement. We then used these measures to automatically
extract verb complements from corpora. The result is a wide-coverage, accu-
rate dictionary that lists not only the likely complements for each verb, but
also the likelihood of each complement. We evaluated the quality of the ex-
tracted dictionary both intrinsically and extrinsically. Intrinsically, we showed
high precision and recall on randomly (but systematically) selected verbs. Ex-
trinsically, we showed that using the extracted information is beneficial for two
applications, PP attachment disambiguation and Arabic-to-Hebrew machine
translation.

Keywords Verb subcategorization · Hebrew · Lexicography

1 Introduction

The core of syntactic structure, according to most contemporary syntactic the-
ories and for most languages, revolves around verbs and their complements.
The relations between verbs and their complements are syntactic in nature, but
they reflect semantic relations that hold between the action or state denoted
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by the verb, and the entities that participate in this action. Several linguistic
theories map verb-complement constructions to such semantic relations: under-
standing the syntactic relations between verbs and their complements is thus
instrumental for understanding the meaning of natural language sentences.
Correctly identifying verb complements in naturally-occurring texts is there-
fore important both theoretically, for linguistic investigations, and practically,
for natural language processing (NLP) applications. A crucial resource needed
for this task is a dictionary listing the number and types of complements that
are most likely to occur with each verb, ideally with some statistical measure
of the strength of the relation between the verb and each of its complements.

The importance of such a resource must not be underestimated. Briscoe
and Carroll (1993) observed that half of the errors made by a parser tested
on unseen data were due to inaccurate subcategorization information in a
manually-compiled dictionary. Briscoe and Carroll (1997) then described a
novel way for extracting such a dictionary from corpora, and showed a small
improvement in the accuracy of parsing. Carroll et al. (1998) repeated the
same experiment, on a much larger scale, and demonstrated that the use of
subcategorization frames can improve both precision and recall in the task of
inducing bracketing on sentences, whereas for the task of assigning grammat-
ical relations, precision improved by 9 percentage points (from 79% to 88%),
at the cost of only half a point drop in recall. A similar improvement is also
observed when dependency parsers are concerned (Zeman, 2002).

This problem holds for modern parsers, too. Kummerfeld et al. (2012), ex-
perimenting with a large number of English parsers, demonstrated that prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) attachment “is the largest contributor to errors, across all
parsers”. Kummerfeld et al. (2013) conducted a similar investigation of Chi-
nese parsers, and revealed that the error types were quite different from the
errors made by the English parsers. We experimented with the state-of-the-art
Hebrew parser of Goldberg (2011); this is a dependency parser based on the
EasyFirst parsing algorithm (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2010), enhanced with
morphology-based features which greatly improve its accuracy. It was trained
on the Hebrew dependency treebank, which was automatically converted from
a manually constructed constituent-structure treebank (Sima’an et al., 2001;
Guthmann et al., 2009). Testing on 25 newspaper sentences containing 51 verb
occurrences, the F-score of the parser on identifying the correct verb comple-
ments was below 0.85. Indeed, Goldberg (2011) specifically mentions (page 93)
that “nodes... which are assigned an incorrect head are predominantly PPs”
and that “All parsers have a hard time dealing with PP attachment.”

Other applications that have been shown to benefit from information on
subcategorization include automatic classification of verbs to semantic classes
(Schulte im Walde and Brew, 2002), information extraction (Surdeanu et al.,
2003), machine translation (Hajič et al., 2004) and more. Knowledge of verb
subcategorization frames also affects human sentence processing (Garnsey
et al., 1997), and a subcategorization dictionary is therefore highly useful for
psycholinguistic experimentation (Lapata et al., 2001; Baldewein, 2004).
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We introduce the first automatically-created verb-complement dictionary
of Modern Hebrew, extracted from large text corpora. Using available re-
sources, we morphologically analyzed and syntactically parsed the corpora.
We employed standard collocation measures to assess the degree to which po-
tential complements tend to combine with each verb, focusing on a small set
of potential complement types, which covers the vast majority of complement
instances in the corpora. More importantly, we did not attempt to construct
full subcategorization frames; rather, we viewed each complement type in iso-
lation, and determined its likelihood to combine with the verb. We also favored
high-frequency complements that can be extracted with high precision, at the
expense of potentially lower recall.

The result is a wide-coverage dictionary of almost 3,000 verb lemmas, list-
ing more than 6,500 verb-complement pairs, each with a statistically-derived
score. We evaluated the quality of the dictionary both intrinsically and extrin-
sically. Intrinsically, we manually constructed a set of representative verbs and
their canonical complements; our automatically-extracted dictionary achieves
high precision and recall on this test set. Extrinsically, we incorporated lin-
guistic knowledge derived from our verb-complement dictionary in two compu-
tational tasks: reducing the ambiguity of PP-attachment and translating from
Arabic to Hebrew. We demonstrated that knowledge derived from our dictio-
nary is instrumental in significantly improving the accuracy of these two tasks.
The contribution of this work is thus a digital, freely-available, wide-coverage
and accurate verb-complement dictionary of Hebrew.

After reviewing related work in the next section, we outline the structure
of verb–complement constructions in Hebrew in Section 3. We describe the
research methodology, as well as the required language resources, in Section 4.
The results are discussed in Section 5, followed by an evaluation of their quality
in Section 6. We conclude with a discussion and suggestions for future research.

2 Related Work

The verb subcategorization frame (Chomsky, 1965) determines the number and
type of verb complements. Clearly, subcategorization frames are part of the
syntax-semantic interface (Levin, 1993): they determine the syntactic structure
of verb phrases, but they are typically shaped by the verb’s argument struc-
ture, reflecting the verb’s meaning. Indeed, subcategorization frames can be
used to categorize verbs semantically (Sun et al., 2008a,b; Sun and Korhonen,
2009), and semantic knowledge can improve the extraction of subcategoriza-
tion frames (Korhonen, 2000, 2002b; Korhonen and Preiss, 2003).

Syntactic theories tend to distinguish between complements and adjuncts.
The former are phrases that are syntactically required by the verb; without
them, verb phrases are incomplete. The latter are more general verb modifiers,
that are typically optional, and may occur more than once with a given verb
instance. Generally, there is a mapping of complements to verb arguments:
the meanings of verb complements are considered crucial to understanding
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the meaning of a predicate, whereas other verb modifiers are less central se-
mantically.

Clearly, the distinction between complements and adjuncts is vague (Hud-
dleston and Pullum, 2002, Chapter 4, Section 1.2). There is overlap in the
syntactic realization of both types of verb modifiers, and both are frequently
realized as prepositional phrases. For example, the prepositional phrase in I
slept on the floor is considered an adjunct, whereas in I rely on you it is con-
sidered a complement. While in some cases there is a clear distinction between
complements and adjuncts, the degree of relationship between a verb and
its modifiers is often gradual, and no clear-cut line distinguishes complements
from adjuncts in many cases. Having said that, distnguishing between comple-
ments and adjuncts has been found useful for applications such as prepositional
phrase attachment (Merlo and Ferrer, 2006), see Section 6.3.1.

One of the first works to address automatic acquisition of subcategorization
frames introduces the Lerner system (Brent, 1991, 1993). Lerner uses large un-
annotated corpora and no dictionary, identifying English verbs through simple
morphological cues. It focuses on six subcategorization frames using a simple,
finite-state grammar of English. Complements include direct objects, clauses
and infinitival verb phrases, but no prepositional phrases. Hypothesis testing,
with binomial frequency data as the collocation measure, is used to determine
whether a candidate is indeed a member of the subcategorization frame of
a verb. Different settings of the parameters can yield perfect recall at 50%
precision, and vice versa, on a set of 193 manually selected verbs; for clauses
and infinitival verb phrases, accuracy is much higher.

The Lerner system was a pioneering work, and we follow its spirit by using
hypothesis testing as the main tool for determining the statistical validity of
a decision on a verb–complement pair. We extended the scope of our study
to more (ten) complement types, particularly prepositional phrases, and we
experimented with several collocation measures. We also took advantage of
the availability of morphologically analyzed and syntactically parsed corpora
of Hebrew.

With the proliferation of language resources, contemporary approaches to
subcategorization frame induction tend to use as many data sources as are
available. For example, Sarkar and Zeman (2000), working on Czech, used
the manually-constructed Prague Dependency Treebank for this task. Since
word order in Czech is much freer than in English, complements are sought
around the verb, and not just immediately following it. Induction was done
iteratively: first, a wide subcategorization frame was assumed for each verb,
with all elements that are dependent on the verb in the training material
as candidate complements. Then, iteratively, the wide frame was replaced by
proper subsets thereof, based on statistical considerations. Sarkar and Zeman
(2000) employed three hypothesis testing measures, likelihood ratio, t-test and
binomial frequency, yielding three different subcategorization dictionaries. For
each measure, candidate complements that did not pass the test were removed
from the frame, until convergence.
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Again, our method is very similar, but unlike Czech, Hebrew only has a
very small treebank (see Section 4.2; the Hebrew treebank includes some 6,000
sentences, compared with over 115,000 for Czech). We also experimented with
more than one collocation measure. Unlike Sarkar and Zeman (2000), we did
not begin with the widest frame observed in a treebank (since our treebank
is so small). Rather, we treated each potential complement independently of
other complements, and only attempted to determine the strength of its own
attachment to the verb. This approach is similar to the one used by Dȩbowski
(2009), who also collected single possible complements from a (Polish) corpus;
however, Dȩbowski (2009) also defined a second filtering step in which full
frames are constructed.

When a treebank is unavailable, automatically parsed data can be used
instead. This is the main resource used by Briscoe and Carroll (1997), who
inspired many subsequent works for Chinese (Han et al., 2004), English (Li
and Brew, 2005) French (Chesley and Salmon-alt, 2006), Italian (Ienco et al.,
2008), Portuguese (Zanette et al., 2012), and other languages. Again, the ap-
proach is to first assume a wide frame for each verb, sometimes based on ex-
isting, manually-created lexicons, and sometimes on assumed frames observed
in the corpus. Then, a refinement step constrains the set of possible comple-
ments for each verb, based on the strength of the association between the
verb and the candidate complement. Briscoe and Carroll (1997) used binomial
frequency; Korhonen (2002a) compared three different collocation measures
(binomial frequency, log-likelihood ratio and raw frequency), and showed that
raw frequency produces the best results.

Korhonen et al. (2006) extended the work of Korhonen (2002a) to a full
subcategorization dictionary of English verbs, called Valex. The dictionary
includes not just the complements of each verb, but also the likelihood of their
realization, as obtained from a large corpus. Each verb was associated with a
subset of the full set of 163 subcategorization frame types, with an average of
33 frames per verb. A similar dictionary for French, LexSchem, was compiled
by Messiant et al. (2008).

More recently, approaches based on topic modeling have been used to au-
tomatically induce lexical semantic information, in particular selectional pref-
erences (Ritter et al., 2010; Ó Séaghdha, 2010). These are completely unsu-
pervised methods, which may be useful for the task at hand, but are beyond
the scope of this paper.

The only available information source on Hebrew subcategorization so far
is the verb dictionary of Stern (1994), which includes 833 verbs and 1,430
subcategorization frames. While the information was manually collected from
corpora of written and spoken language, news articles, literary texts, etc.,
being a manually compiled dictionary its coverage is obviously limited. For
comparison, the MILA Hebrew computational lexicon (Itai and Wintner, 2008)
contains almost 5,000 verbs. The advantages of automatic extraction of verb
subcategorization frames are obvious: not only does the method provide better
coverage (at the expense of reduced precision, of course), but it also facilitates
adaptation of the extracted dictionary to a specific genre, domain, register, etc.
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Furthermore, our approach provides probabilistic estimates of the likelihood
of various complements, which may be more useful than the deterministic
information listed in Stern (1994).

3 Hebrew Verb Subcategorization

In light of the discussion in Section 2, we refrained from making a clear dis-
tinction between complements and adjuncts in this work. Rather, we used a
working definition whereby a particular type of modifier was considered part
of the subcategorization frame of a verb if it frequently occured with the verb
in text corpora. According to this definition, both argument-denoting com-
plements and frequent adjuncts may be listed along with each verb. We did
not include subjects in this investigation, as they are trivially required by all
verbs.

Verbs can be ambiguous, with more than one subcategorization frame,
often reflecting semantic variability. For example, when the verb1 nicx takes
a direct object, its meaning is “win”; when its complement is a prepositional
phrase headed by yl “on”, its meaning is “conduct, direct”. In this work we
made no attempt to distinguish between the various meanings of ambiguous
verbs. If our system inferred that the verb nicx is strongly associated both
with a prepositional phrase headed by yl “on” and with a direct object, then
both were included in the complement dictionary for the verb.

Syntactically, we addressed four types of complements in this work: noun
phrases, prepositional phrases, clauses and infinitival verb phrases. We now
exemplify these complements and the way they are realized in text corpora.
We discuss the various types of complements (Section 3.1), the number of com-
plements (Sections 3.2, 3.3), and their order (Section 3.4). Finally, Section 3.5
provides some numerical data on the actual realization of verb complements
in our corpora.

3.1 Types of complements

In what follows, we use slanted font for natural language examples, bold face
for the target verb and underline for the target complement.

3.1.1 Noun phrases

Direct objects, clearly verb complements, are realized as noun phrases in He-
brew:

1 For readability, we use a straight-forward, one-to-one transliteration of Hebrew in which
the letters, in traditional Hebrew alphabetic order, are represented by abgdhwzxTiklmn-
sypcqršt.
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(1) h-xil
the+soldier

qibl
received

Tipwl rpwai
treatment medical

bmqwm
in+the+place

“The soldier was treated on location”

When the direct object is a definite noun phrase (and only when it is definite),
it must be introduced by an accusative marker, at, which we gloss as “ACC”.
The accusative marker behaves like a typical preposition; in particular, it can
combine with a pronominal enclitic:

(2) hšwpTt
the+judge

zimnh
summoned

at iw”r hhstdrwt
ACC chairperson the+union

lhmšk
to+continuation-of

hdiwn
the+proceedings

“The judge summoned the Union chairperson for the pursuant pro-
ceedings”

(3) hšwpTt
the+judge

zimnh
summoned

awtw
ACC+3pSgMasc

lhmšk
to+continuation-of

hdiwn
the+proceedings

“The judge summoned him for the pursuant proceedings”

3.1.2 Prepositional phrases

Indirect objects, as well as several types of adverbials, are realized as preposi-
tional phrases.

(4) ynn
cloud-of

hapr
the+ash

hwwlqni
the+volcanic

mny
prevented

m-440 Tiswt
from+440 flights

lhmria
to-take-off

mairlnd
from+Ireland

“The volcanic ash cloud prevented 440 Ireland flights from taking off”

(5) ywbdi
employees-of

mšrd
ministry-of

hpnim
the+interior

ptxw
opened

byicwmim
in+strike

“Ministry of the Interior employees started a strike”

(6) grti
I-lived

bdirh škwrh
in+apartment rented

“I lived in a rented apartment”

(7) ild
child

qTn
small

htprc
burst

lxdr
to+the+room

“A small child burst into the room”
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3.1.3 Clauses

Several verbs take clausal complements. These are often introduced by the
subordinating conjunctions ki “that” and š “that”:

(8) Thrn
Teheran

hwdiyh
announced

ki tpsiq lmkwr npT
that will-stop to-sell oil

“Teheran announced it will stop selling oil”

Clausal complements include also quoted speech and clauses introduced by
relative/interrogative pronouns and question words.

3.1.4 Infinitival verb phrases

Sometimes, verbs take complements that are realized as verb phrases in the
infinitive:

(9) alpi
thousands-of

anšim
people

nalcw
were-forced

lyzwb at hmtxm
to-leave the+site

“Thousands of people were forced to leave the site”

3.2 Number of complements

The number of elements on a verb’s subcategorization list varies. Some verbs,
traditionally known as intransitive, take no complements:

(10) mt
died

hmlxin
the+composer

whmbqr
and+the+critic

bnimin
Benjamin

brym
Baram

“The composer and music critic Benjamin Baram died”

We view such verbs as having empty subcategorization lists.
Other verbs take one, two or even three complements, as in the case of

htyrb “bet”:

(11) bxwdš
in+the+month

šybr
that+passed

htyrb
bet

masq
Mask

yl miliwn dwlr
on million dollar

ym ktb hrkb šl wwl strit g’wrnl
with reporter-of vehicle of Wall Street Journal

ki hrkb ica bmwydw hmtwknn
that the+car will-come-out in+its-time the+planned

“Last month Mask bet the Wall Street Journal transportation reporter
one million dollars that the car will come out at the expected time”

Sometimes, complements that have the same function can be realized in
more than one way. This is common with cognitive verbs, which can have noun
phrase, clausal, or verb phrase complements:
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(12) hwa
he

rch
wanted

lcat aith
to-go-out with+her

“He wanted to date her”

(13) alǐsy
Elisha

rch
wanted

mzkrt mqprisin
souvenir from+Cyprus

“Elisha wanted a souvenir from Cyprus”

(14) la
not

rcinw
we-wanted

šanšim idagw
that+people will-worry

“We didn’t want people to worry”

Other verbs can only take one or two variants of these complements. For
example, msr “report” can take a clause or a noun phrase, but not a verb
phrase; hxliT “decide” can take a clause or a verb phrase, but not a noun
phrase. Consequently, we view the three possible complements of cognitive
verbs as different, and treat them independently of one another.

3.3 Internal complementation

Certain verbs that are typically intransitive, with empty subcategorization
frames, can sometimes be complemented by an object whose meaning is very
close to the meaning of the verb (often, a nominalization of the verb itself).
Such complements, known as internal objects, are not considered part of the
verb’s subcategorization frame:

(15) ym
people

ǐsral
Israel

ǐsn
sleep

at šntw
ACC its-sleep

blilwt
in+the+nights

“The Israelis are fast asleep”

Similar examples include rqd Tngw “dance the tango”, xik xiwk rxb “smile a
wide smile”, mt mwwt šqT “die a peaceful death”, etc.

3.4 Linear precedence inside the Hebrew verb phrase

Hebrew constituent order is relatively free; in particular, verb complements
and modifiers, including the subject, can both precede and succeed the verb
(Belletti and Shlonsky, 1995):

(16) hwa
he

hymid
stood

at hild
ACC the+child

yl kisa
on chair

“He stood the child on a chair”

(17) hwa
he

hymid
stood

yl kisa
on chair

at hild
ACC the+child

“He stood the child on a chair”
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Having said that, sometimes the order is fixed, or there is a strong tendency
towards a particular order. This is the case with idiomatic expressions, which
tend to occur in a fixed order:

(18) hwa
he

hymid
stood

at hild
ACC the+child

yl Tywtw
on his+error

“He corrected the child”

Here, the alternative order would be awkward.
As in other languages (Ross, 1967), a strong tendency towards a particular

order can result from heaviness considerations; when one of the complements
is a pronoun, for example, it strongly tends to precede a full noun phrase:

(19) hwa
he

hymid
stood

awtw
him

yl kisa
on chair

“He stood him on a chair”

(20) hwa
he

hymid
stood

yliw
on+it

at hild
ACC the+child

“He stood the child on it”

Again, the two alternative orders are awkward.

3.5 Realization of verb complements in text corpora

We listed above general, textbook properties of Hebrew verb subcategoriza-
tion. Often, language use differs significantly from such generalizations. We
therefore used text corpora to quantify some of these properties. Specifically,
we used a treebank of 5,281 sentences (Sima’an et al., 2001), which include
1,423 verb types and 7,561 verb tokens, to which 9,486 complement tokens are
attached (in this section, when the number of complements is mentioned, it
refers to tokens, not types). Section 4.2 provides more detail about the tree-
bank. The observations that we drew from the treebank drove the design of
our subcategorization frame extraction algorithm (Section 4.1).

We first addressed the distance, in words, between the verb and (the first
word of) its complements. Table 1 lists the data; as can be seen, the vast ma-
jority (87.46%) of the complements follow the verb, and as many as 52.42%
of the complements immediately follow the verb. Consequently, we focused on
complements that occur immediately after the verb in our extraction algo-
rithm.

Next, we addressed the types of complements. The treebank includes 5,983
prepositional phrases that modify verbs, headed by as many as 129 preposi-
tion types. Table 2 lists the number of prepositional phrase complements cor-
responding to the various prepositions in the treebank. The two most frequent
prepositions, b “in” and l “to”, account for more than half of the instances, and
the top six prepositions account for almost 80% of them. All other prepositions
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Distance Number %
1 4,973 52.42
2 685 7.22
3 796 8.39
4 580 6.11
5 300 3.16

more than 5 962 10.14

Distance Number %
-1 11 0.12
-2 228 2.40
-3 231 2.44
-4 148 1.56
-5 126 1.33

less than -5 446 4.70

Table 1 The distance, in words, between the verb and its complement. Number is the
number of complement tokens that occur at distance Distance from the verb.

account for no more than one percent of the complements each. Consequently,
our algorithm focuses only on prepositional phrases headed by the six most
frequent prepositions.

Preposition Number %
b “in” 2,378 39.75
l “to” 1,161 19.40
m “from” 452 7.55
yl “on” 451 7.54
ym “with” 136 2.27
al “to” 69 1.15

Table 2 The number of prepositional phrase complements headed by various prepositions.

Noun phrases occur as verb complements in the treebank 2,207 times. Of
these, 1,141 instances (51.7%) are indefinite, and occur without the accusative
marker. Consequently, we considered both bare noun phrases and noun phrases
that were introduced by the accusative marker as potential complements.

Since in Hebrew the verb may precede the subject, some noun phrases
that immediately follow verbs are in fact subjects. Of the 3,692 verb tokens in
the treebank that have a subject, the subject immediately follows the verb in
476 instances (12.89%). In order to filter out some of the noise introduced by
subjects that immediately follow their verbs, we considered as complements
only noun phrases that do not agree with the target verb in number, gender or
person. Since in Hebrew the subject must agree with the verb, such candidates
are obviously not subjects.

Turning now to clausal complements, we observed that of the 554 instances
of such complements in the treebank, 281 (50.72%) were introduced by š
“that”, whereas 273 (49.28%) were introduced by ki “that”. We therefore
addressed both of these subordinating conjunctions in our algorithm.

Table 3 summarizes the distribution of complement types in the treebank,
listing only the types of complements we addressed in this work. Of the 9,486
complements in the corpus, the ones we addressed constitute 84.67%.

Finally, we addressed the number of verb complements in the treebank. As
is evident from Table 4, the vast majority (93.61%) of the verb occurrences
in the treebank have at most one complement. Consequently, we focused on
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Type Number %
Preposition (top 6) 4,647 48.99
Preposition (other) 1,337 14.09
Noun phrase 2,207 23.27
Infinitival verb phrase 624 6.58
Clause 554 5.84
Other 117 1.23

Table 3 The distribution of complement types in the treebank.

extracting each complement independently of other potential complements of
the same verb.

Number of Complements Number %
0 2,862 37.85
1 4,216 55.76
2 479 6.34
3 4 0.05

Table 4 The distribution of the number of complements in the treebank.

4 Methodological issues

4.1 Task definition

In light of the observations of Section 3.5, we defined our task as follows. First,
we focused on ten types of complements only: (1-6) prepositional phrases with
the six most frequent prepositions; (7) noun phrases (with or without the
accusative marker); (8) infinitival verb phrases; (9) clauses headed by š “that”
and ki “that”; and (10) the empty subcategorization frame, indicating that the
verb phrase does not require a complement. Then, our goal was to associate
each verb in a given Hebrew corpus with a measure of the strength of the
association between the verb and each of the ten complements. We also defined
a threshold such that only complements whose association strength exceeds
the threshold were included in the dictionary.

Notice that this definition is somewhat different from the traditional defini-
tion of subcategorization frames; in particular, we have no way to distinguish
between a subcategorization frame of two complements (e.g., hsbir “explain”,
which subcategorizes for a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase headed by
l “to”) and two single-complement frames for a single verb. In light of Table 4,
however, this does not seem to be a major drawback, as very few verbs have
more than one complement.
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4.2 Resources

We used the MILA corpus of written Modern Hebrew (Itai and Wintner, 2008),
consisting of newspaper articles, newswire items and parliament proceedings.
The total number of tokens in the corpus is over 40 million, with 1.8 million
verb tokens reflecting 4,358 verb lemmas.

The corpus is morphologically analyzed and disambiguated using the MILA
tools (Itai and Wintner, 2008). The current disambiguation module does not
always fully resolve the ambiguity of some forms. For example, when two
analyses differ only in the lemma, they remain ambiguous. This happens quite
frequently with verbs, where two different analyses differ only in the pattern
(binyan), as in xšbh, which can mean either “she thought” in one pattern or
“she calculated” in another (this latter form is spelled irregularly, but this
spelling is frequent). We use a simple heuristic that prefers certain patterns
over others in order to fully resolve the ambiguity in such cases. We refer to this
corpus as the morphologically analyzed corpus. Recently, two syntactic parsers
have been made available for Hebrew, facilitating automatic computation of
constituent- and dependency-structures (Goldberg, 2011). We applied the de-
pendency parser to the same corpus; we refer to the result as the syntactically
parsed corpus.

We also used the much smaller Hebrew Treebank (Sima’an et al., 2001;
Guthmann et al., 2009). This is a set of 6,219 sentences from the HaAretz
newspaper, which were manually parsed and then semi-automatically con-
verted to a dependency representation (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2009). The
treebank lists three types of syntactic relations between the verb and its mod-
ifiers: object, used for direct objects; complement, indicating other subcate-
gorized complement; and dependency, used for adjuncts. We considered only
the first two as complements. Of the 6,219 sentences we used only 5,281; we
filtered out sentences with quoted speech, since verb dependents were not ac-
curately indicated in such sentences. We divided this set into development and
test subsets, as indicated in Table 5.

Sentences Verb lemmas Verb tokens
Development 1,057 676 1,536
Test 4,224 1,301 6,025
Total 5,281 1,423 7,561

Table 5 The Hebrew treebank, development and test sets.

4.3 Hypothesis testing

We employed four different statistical measures to assess the strength of the
association between a verb and its complement: raw frequency (RF), log like-
lihood ratio (LLR), t-test and pointwise mutual information (PMI).
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Let v be a verb lemma2 and c, c′ be specific complements (of the ten
complement types listed above). Given a corpus with N tokens, of which V
are (possibly inflected forms of) verbs, we define the following counts:

nv,c The number of occurrences of any inflected form of v in the corpus, with
c as a complement. When the corpus is morphologically analyzed, we count
c only if it immediately follows v. When the corpus is parsed, c must be
marked as a subcategorized dependent of v. When c is the empty frame,
nv,c is the number of occurrences of v that are not complemented by any
of the other nine complement types.

nv The number of occurrences of any inflected form of v in the corpus; i.e.,
nv =

∑
c nv,c.

nc The number of occurrences of verb complements in the corpus; i.e., nc =∑
v nv,c.

n¬v,c The number of occurrences of any inflected form of any verb other than
v in the corpus, with c as a complement.

n¬v The number of occurrences of any inflected form of verbs other than v in
the corpus, V − nv.

Using maximum likelihood, we estimate:

pc|v =
nv,c
nv

pc|¬v =
n¬v,c

n¬v

pc =
nc∑
c′ nc′

pv =
nv
N

pv,c =
nv,c
N

With these, we define:

Raw frequency The likelihood of a complement c to occur with a verb v.
This is exactly pc|v.

Log likelihood ratio Following Dunning (1993), we define log-likelihood ra-
tio as

LLR(v, c) = 2× ( L(pc|v, nv,c, nv) + L(pc|¬v, n¬v,c, n¬v)
−L(pc, nv,c, nv)− L(pc, n¬v,c, n¬v)),

where for all p, k, and n,

L(p, k, n) = (k × log p) + ((n− k)× log(1− p)).

T -score We use the adapted definition of Sarkar and Zeman (2000):

T (v, c) =
pc|v − pc|¬v√

σ2(nv, pc|v) + σ2(n¬v, pc|¬v)
,

2 Different binyanim (verb patterns) constitute different lemmas.
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where for all n, p,

σ2(n, p) = n× p× (1− p).

Pointwise mutual information Following Church and Hanks (1990), we
define PMI as

I(v, c) = log
pv,c

pv × pc
.

4.4 Thresholds

Each of the four association measures defined above provides a way to esti-
mate the strength of the association between a verb and its complement. To
determine whether this association is strong enough for the complement to be
included in the dictionary, we needed to set thresholds for each measure; only
complements whose association is higher than the threshold were considered
part of the subcategorization frame of the verb.

To set the threshold, we used the development part of the treebank de-
scribed in Section 4.2. For each collocation measure, independently, we searched
for a threshold that maximized the F-score of the task of identifying the correct
complements of verbs in the development set. We used an exhaustive search
with finely separated thresholds (obtained by dividing the full range of values
the test can yield into 100 evenly-spaced intervals), and obtained the following
threshold values: for RF, 0.11; LLR, 544.17; PMI, 0.12; and for t-score, 0.12
(t-score values are multiplied by 1,000 for readability).

In spite of the relatively small size of the development set, the accuracy is
not highly sensitive to the precise value of the threshold. Figure 1 shows the
F-score on the development set with respect to varying thresholds, for PMI
and t-score. Clearly, significant changes in the value of the threshold (for PMI,
from 0 to 0.75; for RF, from 0.05 to 0.2) result in minor changes to the F-score.
The other measures are similarly robust.

Fig. 1 Sensitivity of the accuracy to the threshold, PMI (above) and RF (below).
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We used these threshold values in the remainder of this work: whenever
the association by a verb and a potential complement was higher than the
threshold, the complement was considered a member of the subcategorization
frame of the verb according to the specific measure.

5 Results

5.1 Extracting a verb dictionary from a morphologically analyzed corpus

We applied the association measures defined in Section 4.3, with the thresh-
olds defined in Section 4.4, to the entire morphologically analyzed corpus (Sec-
tion 4.2). For each occurrence of a verb in the corpus, we considered the token
that immediately follows the verb. As shown in Section 3.5, most complements
occur immediately after their head verb, so we restricted the search to this po-
sition. Furthermore, we only considered as candidates instances in which the
token immediately following the verb is either (1) one of the six prepositions
and two conjunctions we focus on, or (2) an infinitival verb, or (3) a noun
phrase that either is preceded by the accusative marker, or does not agree
with the verb in either number, gender, or person (to rule out potential sub-
jects). In all other cases, we considered the empty subcategorization frame as
a candidate.

We then computed the association between the verb and its candidate com-
plement, according to each of the association measures defined in Section 4.3.
If it was above the threshold, the candidate was considered a complement of
the verb.

The result of this process is a large set of verb–complement (V–C) pairs
for each association measure; we refer to these sets as the verb dictionaries.
Data on the four verb dictionaries extracted from the morphologically analyzed
corpus are listed in Table 6.

Measure Verbs V–C pairs Pairs per verb
RF 3,393 7,392 2.18
LLR 413 706 1.71
T -score 3,390 5,633 1.66
PMI 3,393 7,392 2.18

Table 6 Verb–complement pairs extracted from the morphologically analyzed corpus.

To exemplify the results, we now list some of the entries in the verb dic-
tionary induced by PMI; as we will show below, PMI turns out to be a good
association measure, providing not only wide coverage but also relatively high
accuracy.

– The verb tm “expire, be finished” was correctly associated only with the
empty frame. All other complements were much lower than the threshold.
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– The verb amr “say” was correctly associated with l “to” and with a clause.
The correct noun phrase complement was not included in the dictionary
(false negative); additionally, the empty frame was included (false positive).
This is most likely due to the fact that in journalistic writing, the subject
often follows the verb amr “say” (even in English).

– The verb hxliT “decide” was a complete success: all and only the correct
complements (clause, infinitival verb phrase and yl “on”) were included in
the dictionary.

– The same applies to the verb pwnh “be evacuated”, for which prepositional
phrases with al “to”, l “to”, and m “from” were listed.

– The verb nhr “stream, flow” was correctly associated with al “to”, but also
incorrectly with the empty subcategorization frame. We attribute this mis-
match to errors in the morphological tagging, since the verb is homographic
with the noun nhr “river”.

– The verb ndbq is ambiguous; it can mean “stick” (typically with l “to” or
al “to”), or “be infected”, in which case both m “from” and b “with” are
included in the subcategorization frame. As noted above, our methods do
not distinguish between the different meanings, nor to distinguish between
two single complements and a frame that includes both. Indeed, our PMI
verb dictionary included all the four possible complement types.

The complete verb dictionaries induced by each of the association measures,
including numeric values reflecting the strength of the association, are available
for download from the MILA website.3

5.2 Extracting a verb dictionary from a syntactically parsed corpus

We used the syntactically parsed corpus (Section 4.2) for the task of extracting
verb complements. Recall that this is the corpus used above, but each sentence
was parsed with the dependency parser of Goldberg (2011). The reported
accuracy of the parser is approximately 80%, so many errors can be expected.

For each verb occurrence in the corpus, we considered as potential comple-
ments all the phrases that depend on the verb with any of the three dependency
labels: obj, com and dep. We considered the empty subcategorization frame
as a candidate if none of the other complement types are dependent on the
verb. We then used the same association measures as in Section 4.3, and the
same thresholds as in Section 4.4, to determine whether the candidate should
be included in the dictionary entry of the verb.

Again, the result is a set of four verb dictionaries, one for each association
measure. Data on the dictionaries are listed in Table 7.

The main difference between the parsed corpus and the morphologically
analyzed one is that the former facilitates a wider scope in which to search
for complements, as it is not limited to complements occurring immediately
after the verb. This improved recall but potentially harmed precision. This also

3 Under ‘Lexicons’, at http://www.mila.cs.technion.ac.il

http://www.mila.cs.technion.ac.il
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Measure Verbs Verb-complement pairs Average # of pairs per verb
RF 2,955 8,180 2.77
LLR 2,955 20,516 6.94
T -score 2,955 5,453 1.85
PMI 2,955 6,545 2.21

Table 7 Verb–complement pairs extracted from the syntactically parsed corpus.

prevented verbs in which the subject tends to immediately follow the verb (e.g.,
amr “say”) from being wrongly associated with the empty frame. Indeed, using
the parsed corpus, the algorithm decided to include a potential complement in
the dictionary much more frequently than with the morphologically analyzed
corpus, except for the empty frame, as can be seen in Table 8.

Complement type Parsed corpus Morph. analyzed corpus
Noun phrase 367,391 131,055
al “to” 9,156 3,646
b “in” 333,745 106,957
l “to” 190,598 78,418
m “from” 66,946 21,912
yl “on” 76,869 26,140
ym “with” 21,771 1,424
Infinitival verb phrase 92,483 58,371
Clause 108,871 50,696
Empty 326,120 443,349

Table 8 The number of complements determined using both corpora, by complement type.

6 Evaluation

To assess the quality of the verb dictionaries discussed in Section 5, we con-
ducted both intrinsic (Sections 6.1, 6.2) and extrinsic (Section 6.3) evaluations.
In all experiments we used the verb–complement dictionaries but ignored the
strength of the association between the verb and its complements (as long as
it was above threshold, of course.)

6.1 Intrinsic evaluation

Our evaluation measure is F-score. Define:

TP The number of extracted verb–complement pairs that are indeed correct.
TN The number of verb–complement candidates that are not extracted, and

are indeed not correct.
FP The number of extracted pairs that are not correct.
FN The number of correct pairs that are not extracted.
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Then the precision is P = TP/(TP +FP ), the recall is R = TP/(TP +FN),
and the F-score is their harmonic mean, F = 2× P ×R/(P +R).

In order to apply these measures, one needs to determine what is indeed
“correct”. For this, we manually constructed the verb dictionaries of 58 verbs,
with various subcategorization frames and frequencies. The verbs in the evalu-
ation set were chosen randomly (and uniformly) according to their distribution
in the entire corpus. Many of them are consequently highly frequent (e.g., amr
“say”, 39,356 occurrences, hgiy “arrive”, 16,818), while others are rarer (e.g.,
htrgz “get angry”, 31 occurrences only, or crx “scream”, 41). We asked two
lexicographers to specify the complements of each verb in this list. The in-
structions given to the annotators were:

“Determine whether the verb has a complement of the specific con-
struction (e.g., a prepositional phrase with the specific preposition). A
subcategorized complement denotes an argument of the verb; its mean-
ing is necessary for complete understanding of the meaning of the verb.
Syntactically, a subcategorized complement can only occur once, and if
it is omitted the verb phrase is conceived as incomplete.”

Several examples, both positive and negative, were also specified. Since we were
concerned with 10 complement types and 58 verbs, there were 580 decisions to
be made; the two annotators disagreed on 93 (16%) of them. The annotators
then discussed each of the disagreements and consolidated the differences. The
result is a gold set of manually annotated complements for 58 verbs, a subset
of which is listed in Table 9.

Verb “Correct” complements
aǐsr “confirm” noun phrase, l “to”, verb phrase, clause
asr “forbid” noun phrase, l “to”, clause
biqr “visit” noun phrase, b “in”
dwbr “be spoken” b “in”, yl “on”, clause
drš “request” noun phrase, m “from”, verb phrase, clause
hamin “believe” b “in”, l “to”, clause
hgiy “arrive” l “to”, m “from”, empty
hwbil “lead” noun phrase, b “in”, l “to”, yl “on”
hwgš “be served” l “to”
hxliT “decide” yl “on”, verb phrase, clause

Table 9 A sample of the manually-annotated verb dictionary for evaluation.

Table 10 shows the number of verb lemmas in the gold set that are associ-
ated with each of the ten complement types. Evidently, with the exception of
ym “with”, all complement types are well represented in the gold set.

As a baseline, we performed the following experiment: we considered
the syntactically parsed corpus as a gold standard, and viewed every verb–
complement pair that occured in this corpus as correct. In other words, if the
parsed corpus included a sentence in which a complement c was annotated
as a dependent of the verb v, and the dependency was labeled either obj or
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Complement type Verbs %
Noun phrase 24 41
al “to” 7 12
b “in” 23 40
l “to” 23 40
m “from” 12 21
yl “on” 18 31
ym “with” 1 2
Infinitival verb phrase 17 29
Clause 15 26
Empty 19 33

Table 10 The number of verb lemmas in the gold set that are associated with each com-
plement type.

com, we considered the pair v–c as correct. For each verb in the test set we
thus obtained a list of complements, and compared it to the gold annotations
exemplified in Table 9. This yielded high recall at the expense of precision,
of course. The baseline results on our test set are listed as the first row of
Tables 11 and 12.

We then used the morphologically analyzed corpus, and extracted, for each
verb in the test set, the above-threshold candidates. Next we compared them
to the gold annotations of Table 9. The results are listed in Table 11. We found
that PMI is the best association measure, yielding both the highest recall and
the second highest precision on this set. While recall is lower than the baseline,
precision is much higher, resulting in a much higher F-score. T -score and RF
both do well, while LLR is below the baseline.

Measure TP TN FP FN R (%) P (%) F
Baseline 158 36 385 1 99.37 29.10 45.01
RF 89 369 52 70 55.97 63.12 59.33
LLR 54 371 50 105 33.96 51.92 41.06
T -score 79 398 23 80 49.69 77.45 60.54
PMI 100 384 37 59 62.89 72.99 67.57

Table 11 Intrinsic evaluation results on the test set, morphologically analyzed corpus.

We repeated the evaluation with the verb dictionaries that were extracted
from the syntactically parsed corpus; the results are listed in Table 12. Sur-
prisingly, the F-score of the PMI dictionary does not improve. By contrast,
all other measures actually improve somewhat, though PMI remains the best
measure. Our conclusion is that the use of the syntactically parsed corpus does
not contribute significantly to this task.

We also performed a weighted evaluation with the manual annotation,
where the contribution of each verb in the gold set is proportional to the
verb’s frequency in the corpus. The results are very similar, typically within
one percentage point difference from the balanced evaluation results.
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Measure TP TN FP FN R (%) P (%) F
Baseline 158 36 385 1 99.37 29.10 45.01
RF 109 348 73 50 68.55 59.89 63.93
LLR 56 381 40 103 35.22 58.33 43.92
T -score 87 397 24 72 54.72 78.38 64.44
PMI 99 383 38 60 62.26 72.26 66.89

Table 12 Intrinsic evaluation results on the test set, syntactically parsed corpus.

Our results clearly indicate that PMI is the best collocation measure for the
task at hand. Other works that dealt with induction of verb valence and sub-
categorization frames promoted different collocation measures. For example,
Korhonen et al. (2000) compared two methods for hypothesis testing, bino-
mial hypothesis test and log-likelihood ratio, with a threshold on the relative
frequencies of frames, using maximum likelihood to estimate probabilities. The
latter performed best, and Korhonen et al. (2000) suggested as an explanation
the Zipfian distribution of subcategorization frames. However, for many other
tasks that involve the induction of collocations, PMI seems to be a preferred
test (Chang et al., 2002; Villavicencio et al., 2007; Tsvetkov and Wintner,
2010, 2012), and Pecina (2005) actually advocated the combination of several
collocation measures. We conclude that it is always important to experiment
with more than one measure, as we do here.

6.2 Error analysis

The association measures we used reflect the frequency of the various comple-
ments as they immediately follow the verb. Sometimes this frequency is clear-
cut. For example, 98% of the occurrences of the verb tm “expire, be finished” in
the corpus are with the empty subcategorization frame; all the measures thus
correctly associated this verb with the empty frame. Other verbs, however, do
not behave as nicely. Consider amr “say”; especially in the journalistic genre
that constitutes a significant portion of our corpus, this verb tends to occur
with a post-verbal subject (55% of the instances). Our simplistic method con-
sidered such occurrences as instances of the empty subcategorization frame,
and neglected to find the object, which is often pre-verbal.

The cause of many other errors is the lower frequency of the expected com-
plement immediately after the verb. Consider the verb nhr “stream, flow”,
which should be complemented by l “to” or al “to”. As mentioned above,
many “instances” of this verb are in fact mistagged instances of the noun nhr
“river”. In addition, the subject of the verb frequently occurs post-verbally.
Consequently, only 9% of the instances of this verb in the corpus are immedi-
ately followed by the expected preposition.

Similarly, the verb aixl “wish, congratulate” takes two complements, a noun
phrase and a l “to” prepositional phrase, but in the typical order the prepo-
sitional phrase precedes the noun phrase (possibly because the l “to” prepo-
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sition typically combines with a pronoun, and thus is lighter). Consequently,
our method found the preposition complement but not the noun phrase.

Another major source of errors is data sparsity. The verb htiiyc “consult”
occurs 219 times in the corpus. This frequency is sufficient for all the colloca-
tion measures to extract the complement ym “with”, but not to identify the
less frequent, and typically second, complement yl “about”. The ambiguous
verb mxh can either mean “protest”, in which case it takes yl “on”; or “erase,
wipe”, in which case it takes a noun phrase. The former meaning is far more
frequent, and hence all association measures yielded the yl “on” complement,
but none yielded the noun phrase.

For a more quantitative error analysis, refer to Table 13, which depicts the
accuracy of identifying the complements of verbs in the gold set, using the
PMI dictionary extracted from the morphologically analyzed corpus, broken
down by complement type.

Complement type Verbs TP TN FP FN R (%) P (%) F
Noun phrase 24 7 48 3 0 100.00 70.00 82.35
al “to” 7 17 32 2 7 70.83 89.47 79.07
b “in” 23 12 30 5 11 52.17 70.59 60.00
l “to” 23 18 32 3 5 78.26 85.71 81.82
m “from” 12 9 43 3 3 75.00 75.00 75.00
yl “on” 18 12 35 5 6 66.67 70.59 68.57
ym “with” 2 1 53 4 0 100.00 20.00 33.33
Infinitival verb phrase 17 7 40 1 10 41.18 87.50 56.00
Clause 15 8 42 1 7 53.33 88.89 66.67
Empty 19 9 29 10 10 47.37 47.37 47.37

Table 13 Accuracy by complement type, PMI dictionary, morphologically parsed corpus.

The highest accuracy was obtained, not surprisingly, for noun phrase com-
plements, the most common complement type in our gold set. It is surprising,
however, that the recall of identifying noun phrase complements is perfect;
since we quite aggressively filtered out NP complements that agree with the
verb, one would expect many such complements to be mistakenly filtered out,
resulting in a lower recall. Evidently, this was not the case. Table 13 also shows
that the empty frame is not identified accurately; this is consistent with the
discussion above: often, unrelated prepositional phrases are mistaken to be
complements, and data sparseness can cause actual complements not to be
identified.

6.3 Extrinsic evaluation

The intrinsic evaluation of Section 6.1 is necessarily limited to a small set
of verbs. As a more robust evaluation, we used the automatically extracted
dictionaries in two natural language processing tasks, and showed a significant
improvement in the performance of those tasks.
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It is worth noting that our verb-complement dictionaries are extracted in a
way that favors high-frequency data, whereby frequent complements are more
likely to be recorded (at the expense of lower recall). For the two applica-
tions we discuss below, higher-precision frequent data most probably suffice
for improving the performance, hence the gains we witness.

6.3.1 PP attachment

First, we address the problem of prepositional phrase attachment : in He-
brew, as in many other languages, prepositional phrases can be attached both
to verbs and to nouns. Determining the correct attachment of prepositional
phrases is challenging, and can significantly affect the accuracy of parsing (Lin,
1998; Goldberg, 2011). The task has attracted much interest, and several works
attempt to address it, using pure statistical methods (Resnik and Hearst, 1993;
Hindle and Rooth, 1993; Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994), or through approaches that
incorporate additional linguistic knowledge (Wilks et al., 1985; Dahlgren and
McDowell, 1986; Jensen and Binot, 1987; Hirst, 1988). In particular, several
works showed that information on verb subcategorization is beneficial for this
task (Stetina and Nagao, 1997; Yeh and Vilain, 1998; Pantel and Lin, 2000;
Volk, 2002). More specifically, Merlo and Ferrer (2006) argued that a distinc-
tion between complements and adjuncts is needed in order to properly attach
prepositional phrases, and suggested a (supervised) machine-learning-based
classification method for the task. They found that “both linguistic diagnos-
tics of argumenthood and lexical semantic classes are useful.”

Subcategorization information can indeed help determine the correct at-
tachment: when a prepositional phrase is a subcategorized complement of a
verb, its occurrence is likely to be attached to the verb, rather than to some
intervening noun. Consider the following examples (again, subcategorized com-
plements are underlined):

(21) la
not

nmcaw
were-found

ršiwnwt
licenses

lnšiat
to+carrying-of

nšq
weapons

“Weapon carrying licenses were not found”

(22) hnhg
the+driver

hrah
showed

ršiwnwt
licenses

ľswTr
to+the-policeman

“The driver showed the police officer his license”

Both sentences involve a verb, followed by the noun ršiwnwt “licenses”, fol-
lowed by a prepositional phrase with l “to”. Since such a prepositional phrase
is subcategorized by the verb hrah “show”, but not by nmca “be found”, the
prepositional phrase is more likely to attach to the verb in the second example,
but to the noun in the first example. This is indeed the correct attachment.

For evaluation, we used the test subset of the treebank (Section 4.2). We fo-
cused on constructions of the form verb–noun–preposition, allowing any num-
ber of words from other POS classes to intervene between the verb and the
noun and between the noun and the preposition. The test set included 323 such
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constructions, with 204 different verbs. The task was to determine whether the
preposition attaches to the verb or to the noun.4

The baseline was obtained by always attaching the preposition to the noun.
A better-informed baseline uses the syntactically parsed corpus as a gold stan-
dard, and considers each verb–complement pair as correct (as in Section 6.1).
This turns out to be worse than the näıve baseline, probably because the parser
seems to have a clear preference toward attaching PPs to the verb (a tendency
which we do not fully understand).

To improve upon the baselines we used information from the verb dictionar-
ies, albeit in a very simplistic way: if the preposition was strongly associated
with the verb (above the threshold), we attached it to the verb. We com-
pared this decision with the correct attachment, as reflected by the treebank’s
annotation.

The results, with each of the verb dictionaries corresponding to the four
association measures, are listed in Table 14. We report accuracy (Acc), defined
as (TP +TN)/(TP +FP +TN +FN), as well as error rate reduction (ERR).
Evidently, all the verb dictionaries are instrumental in this task; the best accu-
racy, obtained by t-score, is over 65% (reflecting a reduction of almost 30% of
the errors compared with the baseline), but the PMI and RF dictionaries also
reduce the error rate by more than 20%. Implementing a voting mechanism
among the four dictionaries did not improve the results. We also repeated
this evaluation with the dictionaries that were extracted from the syntacti-
cally parsed corpus; accuracy improved for PMI (from 61.61% to 65.02%), but
deteriorated slightly for the three other measures. Again, as in the case of
the intrinsic evaluation, the morphologically analyzed corpus yielded higher
accuracy than the syntactically parsed corpus.

Measure TP TN FP FN Acc (%) ERR (%)
Baseline 0 167 0 156 51.70
Baseline (parser) 145 15 152 11 49.54
RF 70 132 35 86 62.54 22.44
LLR 48 136 31 108 56.97 10.90
T -score 72 140 27 84 65.63 28.85
PMI 84 115 52 72 61.61 20.51

Table 14 Extrinsic evaluation results: PP attachment.

6.3.2 Machine translation

As another method of extrinsic evaluation, we incorporated knowledge ex-
tracted from the verb dictionaries into a transfer-based machine translation

4 Since we did not use a parser to determine the prepositional phrases to be attached,
we are immune in this experiment to the criticism of Atterer and Schütze (2007), whereby
using an “oracle” distorts the actual performance of the attachment module.
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(MT) system, and showed improved results.5 Specifically, we used translation
from Arabic to Hebrew (Shilon et al., 2010, 2012b); the system was developed
in the framework of Stat-XFER (Lavie, 2008), which facilitates the explicit
expression of synchronous (extended) context-free transfer rules.

Prepositions are hard to translate, especially when they are required by
their governing verb, since in such cases the choice of preposition tends to
be arbitrary. In fact, the choice of preposition can vary among synonymous
verbs even in the same language. Thus, Hebrew hkh “hit” takes the accusative
preposition at, whereas the synonymous hrbic “hit” takes l “to”. While Hebrew
and Arabic are both Semitic languages, and several verbs and prepositions in
the two languages are cognate, there is no clear mapping of subcategorization
frames from one language to another. Clearly, then, prepositions cannot be
translated literally, and the head that they modify, as well as the object of the
preposition, have to be taken into account when a preposition is chosen to be
generated.

We used the (PMI-induced) verb dictionary in a transfer-based MT sys-
tem as follows. The system uses a morphological generator to generate inflected
forms of lemmas obtained from a bilingual dictionary. Each such form is asso-
ciated with a feature structure that describes some properties of the form (e.g.,
its gender, number and person). To the feature structures of verbs we added
an additional feature, allowed preps, whose value is the list of prepositions
licensed by the verb, as determined by the verb dictionary. In this way, verbs
were specified for the prepositions with which they are most likely to occur.

As the MT system is transfer-based, it allows the specification of syn-
chronous rules that map local syntactic structures between the source and the
target languages. We thus implemented several transfer rules that map verb–
complement constructions between Arabic and Hebrew. When these rules are
applied, they have access to (the surface form of) the actual preposition in
the source and target phrases. To these rules we added constraints that only
allow them to fire when the actual preposition is indeed licensed by the verb
to which it is attached. For example, the rule that combines a verb with a
prepositional phrase in Arabic, to yield a verb phrase, is synchronized with a
similar rule that combines a verb with a PP in Hebrew. We added a require-
ment that the actual preposition that heads the Hebrew PP be licensed by the
Hebrew verb (as determined by the verb dictionary). See Shilon et al. (2012a)
for the details.

To evaluate the contribution of the verb dictionary, we created a test set of
300 sentences from newspaper texts, which were manually translated by three
human translators. Of those, we selected short sentences (up to 10 words), for
which the bilingual dictionary used by the system had full lexical coverage.
This resulted in a set of 28 sentences (still with three reference translations
each), which allowed us to focus on the actual contribution of the preposition-
mapping solution rather than on other limitations of the MT system. (Unfor-
tunately, evaluation on the entire test set of 300 sentences without accounting

5 This experiment was reported in Shilon et al. (2012a).
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for full lexical coverage yields such poor translations that the comparison be-
tween different configurations of the system is meaningless.) As a baseline
system, we used exactly the same setup, but withheld all the verb–preposition
association knowledge. Table 15 lists the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) scores of both systems.

BLEU METEOR
Baseline 0.325 0.526
With prepositions 0.370 0.560

Table 15 Extrinsic evaluation results: machine translation

The system that incorporates linguistic knowledge on prepositions signif-
icantly (p < 0.05) outperformed the baseline system, as Table 15 shows. A
detailed analysis of the obtained translations revealed that the baseline sys-
tem generated prepositions that were not licensed by their head verb, and the
language model failed to choose the hypothesis with the correct preposition,
if such a hypothesis was generated at all.

7 Conclusions

We presented an automatically-created verb dictionary of Hebrew, specifying
the most likely complements to occur with each verb, along with a quantitative
degree of the strength of the association between the complement and the verb.
As it is extracted from a large corpus, the dictionary has wide coverage, and
its accuracy is satisfying. It was proven beneficial for two natural language
processing applications, and we trust that is will be useful for various other
purposes in the future.

This is a preliminary work. Specifically, it views each complement of a
verb in isolation, and does not attempt to construct full subcategorization
frames. While the current dictionary is still useful, in the future we would
like to refine it by extending the verb–complement relations to full, multi-
complement subcategorization frames. We are also interested in developing
methods for disambiguation: when a verb has more than one meaning, with
different subcategorization frames, we would like to be able to obtain multiple
frames from the the extraction procedure.

As more and more corpora become available, we plan to generate domain-
and corpus-specific dictionaries, for more focused applications. We are partic-
ularly keen on developing such a dictionary for a corpus of spoken Hebrew
that is currently being compiled (Nir et al., 2010; Albert et al., 2012). We
would also like to extend the extracted relations to triplets, including also the
noun that heads the object of the preposition. Such triplets can often indi-
cate multi-word expressions, such as hbia b+xšbwn “brought in+calculation
⇒ consider”, or ymd yl dytw “stood on his-mind ⇒ insist”; as such, they can
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be instrumental for the construction of a multi-word dictionary of Hebrew. We
leave these directions for future research.
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